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INTRODUCTION

The exponential scaling in computing device density and concurrent
gains in the efficiency of computation relies on reducing the devicelevel switching energy (1–3). Among the various switching devices,
ferroelectric (FE) and multiferroic (MF) (4, 5) devices allow energy
efficient electronics (6, 7). In multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO), the coupling
between the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and FE order is robust at room
temperature (8, 9) with potentially low switching voltages (10) and integration path for microelectronics (11, 12). The presence of the AFM
order and a canted magnetic moment in this system (13) causes exchange interaction with a ferromagnet such as Co0.9Fe0.1 (14, 15) or
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LMSO) (16). Nanoelectronics has entered an exciting
and yet challenging phase in which the transistor dimensions have
already been scaled down to ~10 nm (17). Further, device-level improvements are likely to involve new physical mechanisms and new state
variables (18). In this context, the discovery and development of novel
devices suitable for computing have become imperative. Magnetoelectric
switching provides a new and potentially ultralow energy switching
mechanism, since the energy density for switching [Energy/Area (E/A) =
2⋅PC⋅VFE, where Pc is the polarization per unit area and VFE is the FE
switching voltage] can be scaled to 1 mJ/cm2, a 30 to 100× leap in energy
efficiency compared to modern complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (E/A= 1/2 C⋅V2, where C is the capacitance per unit area). Further, the MF nature of the switching medium enables nonvolatility
(relying on the FE polarization P and the AFM order L), directionality,
and signal regeneration. Magnetoelectric MF can enable aJ class logic
and memory (7, 19), where a voltage-driven MF switches the magnetization of a ferromagnet (Fig. 1).
The preferred magnetoelectric switching method for device applications is the presence of an electrically controllable exchange bias to
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switch a FM in direct contact with the MF. While spin-torque–driven
switching of a FM has been well studied, showing the existence of both
field- and damping-like torques (20, 21), magnetoelectric switching
torques on a ferromagnet due to a magnetoelectric MF have not been
described. Electrically controllable exchange bias (EB) (i) modifies the
energy landscape of the magnet asymmetrically, whereas exchange
coupling (EC) produces a uniaxial change to the magnetization landscape (Fig. 1, B and C); and (ii) allows wider range/independent switching dynamics for the FM in a logic/memory device. Ab initio studies of
the MF BFO (22–24) suggest that within a single FE domain, there exists
the possibility of a directional magnetic coupling, that is, the possibility
of an electrically switchable exchange bias, due to the presence of the
canted magnetization (25–30). The MF can therefore impose an electric
field–controllable exchange bias onto a ferromagnet that is in contact
with it. Prior work on BFO, the only reliably high-temperature magnetoelectric MF (13–15), has shown the ability to control the direction
of magnetization in a FM layer via exchange coupling to the MF surface.
In particular, work by Heron (14) demonstrates reversible FM switching
with a MF, in the absence of a magnetic field, through the application of
an electric field to the CoFe/BFO heterostructure. However, a reversible
exchange bias modulation has not been experimentally described.
Electrical control of exchange bias with MFs has been limited to low
temperatures (31), with LSMO as the ferromagnet. Cr2O3 (32) exhibits
a robust exchange bias but lacks the FE order. That makes an external
magnetic field necessary for switching, limiting its nonvolatility and
suitability for device applications.
In this work, we demonstrate that there is a robust, electrically
switchable exchange bias at the interface between the BFO layer
and a dimensionally scaled CoFe/Cu/CoFe giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) spin valve. A key to the observation of the exchange bias
appears to be the reduction in the lateral dimensions of the GMR stack,
with respect to the FE domains in the BFO layer. Furthermore, this
exchange bias is reversibly modulated by a bipolar electric field, again
confirming the directional coupling of magnetism and its control with
an electric field. Thus, electrically controllable exchange bias is a key
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Demonstration of ultralow energy switching mechanisms is imperative for continued improvements in computing
devices. Ferroelectric (FE) and multiferroic (MF) order and their manipulation promise an ideal combination of state
variables to reach attojoule range for logic and memory (i.e., ~30× lower switching energy than nanoelectronics). In
BiFeO3 (BFO), the coupling between the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and FE order is robust at room temperature, scalable in voltage, stabilized by the FE order, and can be integrated into a fabrication process for a beyond-CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) era. The presence of the AFM order and a canted magnetic moment
in this system causes exchange interaction with a ferromagnet such as Co0.9Fe0.1 or La0.7Sr0.3MnO3. Previous research has shown that exchange coupling (uniaxial anisotropy) can be controlled with an electric field. However,
voltage modulation of unidirectional anisotropy, which is preferred for logic and memory technologies, has not yet
been demonstrated. Here, we present evidence for electric field control of exchange bias of laterally scaled spin
valves that is exchange coupled to BFO at room temperature. We show that the exchange bias in this bilayer is
robust, electrically controlled, and reversible. We anticipate that magnetoelectricity at these scaled dimensions provides a powerful pathway for computing beyond modern nanoelectronics by enabling a new class of nonvolatile,
ultralow energy computing elements.
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Fig. 1. Interaction of a FM with a multiferroic. (A) Energy landscape of a ferromagnet interacting with a MF. (B) Exchange coupling only (symmetric about the inplane hard axis). (C) Exchange bias and coupling (asymmetric about the hard axis). Exchange bias breaks the spatial symmetry in the energy landscape. This breaking of
symmetry by exchange bias is similar to applying an external magnetic bias.
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corresponding upper case vectors. Furthermore, H ec ðL Þ•H eb ðM c Þ ¼
^ m
^ c ¼ 0 for equivalent sublattices. It is known that in BFO, vec0 L•
tors P, L, and Mc undergo a kinetic two-step process in response to an
electric field (please see Fig. 2 and section S1) (14). Figure 2 shows the
trajectory of L and Mc, following the trajectory of the polarization P,
where P undergoes a non-Vanderbilt switching mechanism (where the
P rotates, avoiding a zero-polarization state). Accordingly, Mc produces a
reversible exchange bias when P is reversed via application of out-ofplane voltage. The torque arising due to coupling to antiferromagnetism
(tL, TAFM) and torque due to coupling to canted ferromagnetism Mc (tMc,
TMc) affect the ferromagnet in different ways: tL produces a steady-state
anisotropy change (exchange coupling), and tMc produces a steady-state
effective directional magnetic field (exchange bias). If tMc is stronger than
the combination of anisotropies, then it can cause magnetization reversal.
Exchange bias torque, tMc, defines a switching trajectory for the FM, so it
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does not need to respond in a time scale close to the FE time scale. In
particular, for (001) lattice orientation of the BFO film, tMc can also exert
an out-of-plane torque due to an out-of-plane projection of the canted
magnetic moment. In addition, magnetization reversal can result from
tL, provided that the magnet responds on a time scale faster than the
FE switching time scale; then, the magnetization is able to follow the
rotation of the L vector (see Table 1).
We have fabricated ferromagnet-MF heterostructure devices
comprising current in-plane GMR (CIP-GMR) lateral spin valves
(Co00.9Fe0.1/Cu/Co0.9Fe0.1) coupled to the MF BFO (see Materials
and Methods for device processing details) (fig. S1). We deposit MF
(001)p BFO (100 nm) on a conducting layer SrRuO3 (20 nm) on a (110)
DyScO3 substrate. DyScO3 substrates provide an anisotropic strain in
the BFO film and allow only two of the eight stable polarizations of the
BFO [Fig. 3 (E and F) shows the PFM imaging of the two-variant BFO].
We use an electrode on the periphery of the chip to make contact to the
SrRuO3 conductive back electrode for the application of an out-of-plane
electric field for polarization switching. A GMR stack is deposited in situ
on the BFO under ultrahigh vacuum conditions to provide a direct
sensing mechanism for the state of the electrically controlled bottom
magnet. Three sets of test chips were processed, comprising more than
1000 ME-GMR devices, which comprised GMR stripes at angles of 0°,
45°, 90°, and 135° with respect to the FE domains in the BFO (which lie
along the pseudo-cubic [100]pc directions).
RESULTS

Using the sensitive and local CIP-GMR magnetotransport measurements, we observe a magnetically stable exchange bias in devices with
lateral dimensions ~200 nm (among the smallest devices made in our
study). The exchange bias is manifested as an asymmetry in the
resistance versus applied magnetic field (R-H) hysteresis. The exchange bias is stable at room temperature with respect to magnetic
cycling and progressively becomes stronger as the lateral dimensions
are decreased below ~1 to 2 mm (Fig. 3, A and B). This observation is
consistent with the local exchange bias observed in other systems,
namely Py/YMnO 3 (27) and Co/LaFeO3 (28), which show
dimension-dependent exchange bias (29). To understand the fundamental origins of how the exchange bias emerges as the lateral
dimensions are reduced, we carried out detailed micromagnetic simulations of the GMR stack, with various boundary conditions imposed on the stack. The micromagnetic (see Materials and Methods)
effect of exchange coupling due to the AFM order of BFO (L) and exchange bias due to canted magnetization (MC) is shown in fig. S2 and
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enabler for a new class of logic and memory devices for reducing the
energy per transition of a solid-state switch beyond the modern nanoelectronic transistors.
The description of the magnetoelectric switching torques (from exchange bias and exchange coupling) in a magnetoelectric switch is a
critical first step for using this phenomenon. If a ferromagnet with
magnetization MFM is coupled to a magnetoelectric MF and antiferromagnet (where M1 and M2 are the moments of the magnetic sublattices of the antiferromagnet), the coupling is most conveniently
expressed via the uncompensated magnetization due to canting of
the sublattice moments Mc = M1 + M2, and the AFM order L = M1 − M2.
The switching of the ferromagnet can be described by the LandauLifshitz-Gilbert (33) equation modified with magnetoelectric coupling
(ME-LLG) terms


h
→ → i
→
∂mFM
∂mFM
¼ gm0 mFM  H eff L ; M c þ a mFM 
ð1Þ
∂t
∂t
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Table 1. Comparisons of the two factors in the magnetoelectric switching, AFM exchange coupling, and exchange bias.
Magnetoelectric switching torques
Origin

AFM torque

Exchange bias torque

Coupling to L of BFO

Coupling to Mc of BFO

→

→

 eff ðL Þ ¼ H
 eff þ He ^Lð^L•mÞ
^
Uniaxial anisotropy (L ) H

 eb ðM c Þ
Unidirectional anisotropy (Mc) H

Steady state

Produces anisotropy enhancement
in the GMR/AMR devices

Produces exchange bias in the GMR and
AMR transport measurements

FM switching

Kinetic rotation. FM undergoes a kinetic process
(multistep) with the ME for 180° switching,
where it follows the L vector

FM can undergo an independent
switching trajectory, independent of
the ME/FE switching dynamics

Exerts an in-plane effective field
(in the direction of the L vector)

Exerts a canted effective field with an out-of-plane
component (in the direction of Mc)

Directionality/symmetry

Direction of the
effective field

2

compared with magnetic force microscopy images. All of the physical interaction parameters, such as the strength of exchange bias and
the anisotropy, were kept unchanged, with the only variable being
the lateral dimension of the ME-GMR element. The central results
of our simulations of the GMR response as a function of magnetic
field for the two lateral length scales studied are shown in Fig. 3
(C and D). Consistent with the experimental data in Fig. 3 (A and B),
the simulations also show an enhanced asymmetry of the 200-nmwide GMR devices; this asymmetry progressively decreases as the lateral
dimension is increased such that the 2000-nm (2 mm) devices show negligible shift. Factors relevant for switching are presented in the micromagnetic simulations: demagnetization, including dipole interaction
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between the top and bottom layers, material anisotropy, exchange
stiffness, and external magnetic field. In addition, coordinate-dependent
(due to stripe domains) exchange bias (effective field) and exchange
coupling (in-plane anisotropy) act on the bottom layer.
To understand the possible origins of this interesting lateral size
dependence of the unidirectional coupling, we performed micromagnetic simulations of the magnetoelectric exchange interaction
with the GMR stack to establish both the presence of a unidirectional
anisotropy—exchange bias and the effect of electrical switching of
this exchange bias. These simulations with locally modulated exchange interactions following the MF domain pattern were performed
for (i) comparing ME-GMR device sizes (2000 nm by 200 nm in fig. S3
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^
Fig. 2. Geometry of magnetoelectric switching in the BFO/CoFe interface. Top: Stack of BFO (blue) and CoFe (dark red) layers. Directions of magnetization (m),
effective magnetic field of exchange bias (Heb) and of exchange coupling (Heff(L)), torques due to exchange bias (t Mc) and exchange coupling (t AFM) are shown. Initial
state where tL, TAFM and tMc, TMC and torque due to anisotropy produce a net zero ME torque. Intermediate state where the tL, TAFM and tMc, TMC are driving the FM
dynamics due to the intermediate polarization switching state of BFO final state, where tL, TAFM and tMc, TMC, and torque due to anisotropy produce a net zero ME
torque, Mc = M1 + M2, and L = M1 − M2 experience 180° reversal. Middle: The directions of P, L, and Mc are shown relative to the crystal axes. Bottom: Trajectories of P, L, and
Mc relative to the crystal axes. In columns: Three special states in the switching process: the initial, after a 71° turn of polarization, and the final, after a 109° turn.
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and 2000 nm by 1000 nm in fig. S4), (ii) reversal of the sign of exchange bias (fig. S5), and (iii) effect of domain orientation with respect
to the ME-GMR device [45° orientation of ME-GMR with respect to
MF domains (fig. S3) and 135° orientation of ME-GMR with respect
to MF domains (fig. S6)]. The results of the simulations show close
agreement with the experimental magnetotransport data. The resulting net magnetization reversal of a 2000 nm by 200 nm spin valve layer
in contact with the BFO is shown in fig. S3, and that for a 2000 nm by
1000 nm device is shown in S4. The magnetic patterns of the BFO are
also visible in the top GMR layer because of exchange and dipole interactions within the CIP-GMR stack. In the presence of the exchange
bias, the magnetization hysteresis and correspondingly magnetoresistance (R-H) show asymmetry around zero field, which is qualitatively different as the lateral dimensions are reduced. For wires of
2000 nm by 200 nm, the simulations reveal two key features, namely
(i) a large unidirectional anisotropy in the switching field, that is, an
exchange bias manifested as a shift of the hysteresis for the bottom
CoFe layer and, consequently, to asymmetric R-H hysteresis loops.
In addition to this, due to the shape anisotropy of this test structure,
the top CoFe layer exhibits a larger coercivity. As the magnetization
switches with an external magnetic field, the magnetization in both
layers remains approximately aligned along the FM wire, although
with significant local deviations where it is forced by exchange coupling to BFO (see figs. S3 to S6). The switching to mostly the opposite
direction happens as a sudden transition relative to the external field.
We attribute this as the main reason for the sharp steps in the R-H
hysteresis at well-separated values of the applied field. In contrast,
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for the wires of 2000 nm by 1000 nm, shape anisotropy plays an insignificant role. In other words, we identify the large asymmetry of
R-H hysteresis in wires narrower than the width of BFO domains
(with lack of asymmetry in wider wires) as a signature of the exchange
bias. In structures with larger lateral dimensions, there is an averaging
effect of the canted moment in each domain, and consequently, the
exchange bias progressively becomes weaker.

DISCUSSION

Armed with this critical insight that the lateral dimensions play a key
role in the emergence of a measurable exchange bias (28), we then proceeded to ask: Can this exchange bias be modulated with an applied
electric field that switches the polarization of BFO (29, 30)? The electrical control of the BFO is obtained via contacts to a conductive oxide
bottom electrode formed with SrRuO3. The voltage-controlled GMR
hysteresis for the devices is shown in Fig. 4. The GMR hysteresis of the
electrically pristine devices (i.e., devices before the first FE switching
was made) is shown in Fig. 4A. A reversible exchange bias is observed
with the application of an electric pulse (10 ms long with a current limit
of 10 mA). The two hysteresis loops indicate the magnetic switching of
the bottom FM and top FM. The bottom FM has an enhanced magnetic
anisotropy and switches at higher magnetic fields. In contrast, the top
FM has a lower anisotropy. We observe that the sign of the magnetoelectric tuning of the hysteresis curves is consistent with a unidirectional
anisotropy. Micromagnetic simulations with exchange coupling following the MF domain pattern are consistent with the reversal of exchange
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Fig. 3. Exchange bias in ME-GMR devices. Magnetotransport measurement of an ME-GMR device (geometry and cross section are shown in fig. S2) fabricated on a
two-variant MF BFO with (A) lateral dimensions 1 mm by 2 mm and (B) lateral dimensions 200 nm by 2 mm. Micromagnetic simulation of the ME-GMR device comprehending the exchange bias and exchange coupling from MF substrates (C) for lateral dimensions 1 mm by 2 mm and (D) 200 nm by 2 mm. Piezoelectric force
microscopy (PFM) images of the devices for dimensions (E) 1 mm by 2 mm and (F) 200 nm by 2 mm. Scaled devices show the presence of an exchange bias exerted
on the FM layer in contact with BFO. (A) and (B) show the magnetic transport measurement repeated for 100 cycles (1300 s).
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bias uniaxial anisotropy. In figs. S3 and S5, a consistent magnetotransport signature is observed, where the exchange bias reverses orientation
when the FE polarization undergoes 180° reversal from [1,−1,1] to
[−1,1,−1] (figs. S3 and S5). However, the AFM order (L) that is an axial
quantity remains unchanged. We further compare the magnetotransport trends with the micromagnetic simulations (Fig. 4, D to F) where
a reversible unidirectional exchange anisotropy is applied to the free
(bottom) layer (figs. S3 and S5). To highlight the effect of the electric
field on the exchange bias, we centered the GMR hysteresis with an external field; for an external centering field of 200 Oe and for positive/
negative voltages, the switching field is enhanced/reduced. In contrast,
when the centering field is reversed, the positive/negative voltages induce a reduction/enhancement of the switching fields. We note that
this can be carried out reversibly for at least 100 switching cycles. This
direct relationship between the polarity of the applied electric field and
the exchange bias magnitude is perhaps the most important discovery
in this work, since it directly demonstrates that the canted moment in
the BFO is being switched by 180° by the application of an out-ofplane electric field.
We show magnetoelectric hysteresis loops of the MF/ferromagnet
heterostructure, with voltage as the independent control signal and
magnetization sensed with CIP-GMR as the output. The electrical test
structure is shown in fig. S1. The ME-GMR device is formed by a
ferromagnet-MF heterostructure devices composed of CIP-GMR lateral
spin valves (Co0.90Fe0.10/Cu/Co0.90Fe0.10) coupled to MF BFO (see
Manipatruni et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaat4229
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Materials and Methods for device fabrication processes). The magnetoelectric transfer function with voltage is seen in Fig. 5A. Here, we apply a
switching voltage pulse to the bottom electrode of the ME-GMR test
structure and measure the state of the magnet. We also measure the
FE polarization as a function of the applied voltage (Fig. 5B). This
ME-GMR hysteresis closely resembles the FE hysteresis. The magnitude
of the electrically switched GMR hysteresis matches the GMR hysteresis
via magnetic sweeps, indicating a full 180° reversal of the FM layer in
contact with BFO with respect to the top FM layer.
A direct consequence of a unidirectional anisotropy is the ability to
project the exchange bias along a given vector, in contrast to uniaxial
anisotropy. To test this hypothesis, we have fabricated devices with
orientation at 45° and 135° to the striped domains on the BFO/SRO/
DSO (BFO/SrRuO3/DyScO3) substrate (Fig. 5, C and E). Here, the
easy axis (length direction) of the ME-GMR device is aligned at 45°
and 135° with respect to the BFO domain topology. We expect that
a unidirectional exchange bias will project as a vector producing Bex
proportional to cos(q) and cos(180° − q). Figure 5 (D and F) demonstrates that the magnetoelectric effect (exchange bias with respect to
the applied electric field) reverses direction, consistent with a unidirectional effect. We have further confirmed the effect of orientation with respect to the MF domains via micromagnetic simulations
(compare figs. S3 and S6). The asymmetry caused by the projection
of the exchange bias along the easy axis of the device is reproduced in
micromagnetics, confirming that exchange bias due to interaction of
5 of 8
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Fig. 4. Reversible exchange bias in magnetoelectric GMR devices. (A) Prestine GMR devices before first switching of ferroelectricity showing no asymmetry in the
GMR transport. (B) ME-GMR with negative exchange bias, which produces a higher positive switching field. (C) ME-GMR with positive exchange bias, which
produces a higher negative switching field for the contact ferromagnet. Micromagnetic simulation of ME-GMR devices (D) without exchange bias before first FE
switching of the device (E) with negative exchange bias (see fig. S5), (F) with positive exchange bias (see fig. S4). (G) ME-GMR measurement with an external applied
field of 200 Oe. (H) ME-GMR measurement with an external applied field of −130 Oe. Shift in switching field of the FM in contact with BFO is consistent with voltage
control of the exchange bias.
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the FM with the BFO projects like a vector, with sign reversal when the
projection direction changed (fig. S6). Hence, we see a reversal in the
sign of the magnetoelectricity, depending on the orientation of the device with respect to the striped domains.
In conclusion, we observed a unidirectional exchange bias in a FM
in contact with a room temperature MF that is electrically switchable.
An electrically controlled unidirectional exchange bias interacts with
the magnet similar to a directional magnetic field and opens the possibility for a wider range of logic and memory devices. The direct relationship between the polarity of the applied electric field and the
exchange bias is an important discovery, since it indicates that the uncompensated magnetization (canted moment in the BFO) is being
switched by 180° by the application of an out-of-plane electric field.
In contrast to a magnetoelectric antiferromagnet (such as Cr2O3),
where the switching of the magnetic state is accomplished by the simultaneous application of a magnetic field (~1000 Oe) and an electric
field, in the case of a MF such as BFO, the internal field in the BFO (in
the form of the canted moment) couples to the ferromagnet and thus
is able to switch it with an electric field. Demonstration of a local and
directional magnetoelectric switching mechanism can enable a wider
class of logic/memory devices (34). We expect that the strength of the
FM and MF interactions and magnetic switching to be improved with
dimensional scaling and improved material quality. The ability to
switch a nanomagnet with a locally reversible exchange field can enable a wide application space in memory and logic.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample growth and process flow
In this study, 20-nm (001) SrRuO3/100-nm (001) BFO was grown by
pulsed-laser deposition using a KrF laser onto single-crystalline (110)
Manipatruni et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaat4229
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DyScO3 substrate. A striped FE domain structure with two polarization variants of the 100-nm BFO film was confirmed by PFM. A conducting 20-nm SrRuO3 acted as a back electrode. Next, a GMR stack
(2.5-nm Co0.9Fe0.1/5-nm Cu/2.5-nm Co0.9Fe0.1/2-nm Pt) was deposited
by direct-current magnetron sputtering onto the 100-nm BFO film. A
2-nm Pt layer acted as a capping layer to prevent oxidation of other
layers underneath. The GMR device was fabricated to study the voltagecontrolled magnetoelectric switching. The final device structure is shown
in fig. S1.
Micromagnetic simulations
Micromagnetic simulations were performed using the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) simulator OOMMF
(Object Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework). The input scripts
for simulations are available among the Supplementary Materials.
The following parameters were chosen to model the device: Ms =
1 MA/m is the magnetization of CoFeB, Ax = 10 pJ/m is the exchange
stiffness, Kz = 200 kJ/m3 is the uniaxial anisotropy in the top layer,
ws = 200nm is the period of striped domains, Kec = 16kJ/m3 is the inplane anisotropy in the bottom layer due to the exchange coupling,
and tb is the thickness of the bottom layer. The patterns of exchange
coupling axes and of exchange bias direction are shown in fig. S2E.
Magnetization is calculated by minimizing the overall energy of the
system at every value of the external magnetic field. The magnetic field
was swept from H = 300 Oe to H = − 300 Oe and back.
Magnetoelectric switching dynamics with exchange bias
versus exchange coupling
In exchange coupling–mediated magnetoelectric switching, the switching dynamics of the FM have to closely follow the switching dynamics
of the MF. This is due to the uniaxial nature of the exchange coupling. In
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Fig. 5. Switching of magnetization by voltage. (A) Magnetoelectric-controlled GMR hysteresis showing full GMR switching of the device. (B) FE hysteresis loop of the
test structure. We note that the ME-GMR and PE loops have similar switching voltages. (C) ME-GMR devices fabricated at an orientation of +45° w.r.t. to striped domains
of BFO. (D) Magnetoelectric tuning of the ME-GMR stucture shown in (C). (E) ME-GMR devices fabricated at an orientation of 135° with respect to striped domains
of BFO. (F) Magnetoelectric tuning of the ME-GMR structure shown in (E).
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contrast, exchange bias–mediated magnetoelectric switching decouples
the switching dynamics of the ferromagnet from the switching dynamics of the MF.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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